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Ally Relief: Number of Borrowers/Claimed Credit Relief
Alaska
6 borrowers
$168,355 
Hawaii 
31 borrowers
 $1.238M 
Washington
157 borrowers
$6.346M 
Oregon
32 borrowers
$1.119M Idaho
30 borrowers
$1.035M 
Montana
4 borrowers
 $456,234
Wyoming
15 borrowers
$37,982
Utah
113 borrowers
$2.427M
Nevada
60 borrowers
$3.327M 
California
512 borrowers
 $47.648M 
Arizona
128 borrowers
 $7.794M
New Mexico
25 borrowers
$699,121 
Texas
24 borrowers
 $908,023 
Kansas
52 borrowers
$436,018 
Oklahoma did not 
participate in the 
National Mortgage 
Settlement.
North Dakota
2 borrowers
$8,123 
South Dakota
3 borrowers
$45,849
Nebraska
8 borrowers
$74,024
Minnesota
82 borrowers
$2.631M 
Iowa
24 borrowers
 $332,603 
Missouri
216 borrowers
$2.937M 
Illinois
436 
borrowers
$12.963M 
Wisconsin
58 borrowers
$1.161M
Michigan
853 borrowers
$39.466M
Indiana
192 
borrowers
 $1.890M 
Ohio
128 borrowers
$2.769M
Kentucky 
98 borrowers
$891,095 
Tennessee 64 borrowers
$1.326M 
Mississippi
  97 
borrowers
  $799,469
Alabama
207 
borrowers
 $1.869M 
Louisiana
168
    $1.203M 
Florida
788
       $27.594M 
South Carolina
224 borrowers
     $3.023M
Georgia
594 borrowers
 $10.589M
North Carolina
85 borrowers
$ 2.726M 
Virginia
384 
borrowers
$13.677M 
Arkansas
9 borrowers
 $104,828 
West Virginia
35 borrowers
$670,186 
Maryland 
185 borrowers  
$12.638M 
District of Columbia 
12 borrowers
$642,414 
Delaware
New Jersey
173 borrowers
$11.566M  
New York
151 borrowers
$7.061M 
Pennsylvania
261 borrowers
$3.177M
Rhode Island
40 borrowers
$1.105M 
Connectcut 
80 borrowers
$3.779M 
Massachusetts 
182 borrowers
$6.512M 
Vermont
5 borrowers
$197,824 New Hampshire
61 borrowers
$1.327M
Maine
27 borrowers
$354,021 
Colorado
242 borrowers
$3.535M 
Delaware 
44 borrowers 
$1.123M
*Numbers have been rounded to the
  nearest thousand or dollar, as applicable. 
